
WHAT MAKES AN AUSSIE
DREAM HOME?

With property prices booming, more Aussies are
choosing to spend on home improvements rather than
a pricey move. How are Australians changing their
houses to focus on a connection to the land, doing less
with more and creating spaces that nourish both the
stomach as much as the soul?
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Highlights & Data

Due to increasing property prices, more Australians are using their money on improving their existing homes rather
than buying a new one·
Modern home design themes focus on a developing a connection to the land and doing more with less space·
Thanks to reality cooking shows, many people have gone from eating out to cooking chef-inspired meals at home·
The kitchen is becoming a family hub, extending into the lounge so chefs can entertain and families can interact more
freely·
Tiny houses (homes on wheels that measure ten square metres) are gaining popularity as Aussies search for simpler
ways of living·
Portable gardens appeal to Gen Yers and retirees who prize freedom over home ownership·
Home improvements and projects have increased by 147% since August 2010·
And almost nine in ten Australians agree that renovation is a good strategy to increase the value of their property·

·

How are Aussies making a house a home in 2015?
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One in five Aussies choose their kitchen as the room they are most happy with·
Only 1% of kitchen renovations in Australia reduce the size of the room, compared to 53% that extend them·
Australian houses are the largest in the world with an average floorspace of 243 square metres·
Homes are predicted to shrink in size by 10% in 2015·
85% of Gen Yers rated outdoor rooms as “very important” or “important” compared to 83% of Gen Xers and 74% of
Baby Boomers·

Scope

With property prices booming nationwide, more and more Australian homeowners are choosing to spend their money
on making what they've got as impressive as possible. An ideal home Down Under consists of a swimming pool, walk-
in wardrobes, home theatre system and designer kitchen. [1] Considering that almost nine in ten Australians agree that
renovating is a good strategy to increase the value of a property, it’s no surprise that home improvement projects have
increased 147% since August 2010 and that the amount spent on renovations is at its highest level since early 2012. [2]

The number of Airbnb listings in Australia doubled to 40,000 between May 2014 and May 2015, partly driven by
designers looking to promote their sense of style to prospective customers. [3] “There’s always been a bit of rivalry
between who can have the most beautiful home and Airbnb is a new avenue to express this,” says interior designer
Karen Akers. “There’s no easier way to showcase your work than if someone’s actually able to stay in your house.” [3]

But while bragging about the extravagances of your house may be common, many of the design themes now
impacting Australia focus on a greater connection to the land, doing more with less, and creating spaces that nourish
both the stomach and the soul.

----

The kitchen is the new living room

“The home kitchen is now the gathering place,” says Sydney-based interior designer Melissa Collison. “We are
designing homes with bespoke cool rooms, wine walls, butler’s pantries, large ovens, AGAs and, in some cases, island
benches that are up to six square metres.” [4] And although one in five Aussies says that their kitchen is the room
they’re most happy with, they admit it needs the most renovation, with a quarter planning for a new one within 12
months. [1]

Thanks to the success of reality cooking shows, many people have gone from eating out to cooking chef-inspired meals
at home. Kitchen are beginning to reflect this shift; old, white upright four-burner ovens are on the way out, replaced
by stainless steel, commercial-grade cookers. Not content with just an oven, many homeowners also want a steam
oven, teppanyaki plate, deep fryer and wok burner. To cater for all this, kitchens are getting bigger – only 1% of
renovations in Australia reduces the size of a kitchen, while 53% extend the room. [5]



With the rise of food as a source of entertainment, the kitchen has definitely
become a more central part of the home. As homes become smaller and city living

continues, the kitchen and dining room as one space makes more and more sense

 Dom Roberts, creative director of Mash Design

Not only are we cooking more, but the kitchen is also becoming a family hub, extending into the lounge and family
rooms so budding chefs can entertain and families can interact more freely. Food has moved from the background to
the foreground and is now incredibly public. “There were no cooking shows and no big chefs 20 years ago,” says Shane
Delia, chef at Maha. ”Now everybody is talking food, tweeting food, shooting food. It’s not something you do just to live
any more, it’s something you live for.” [6]

Dom Roberts, creative director of Mash Design, agrees with this idea; “If preparing meals means you are still in the
same room as your family it becomes an inclusive activity,” he says. “With the rise of food as a source of entertainment,
as well as a function of eating and socialising, the kitchen has definitely become a more central part of the home. As
homes become smaller and city living continues, the kitchen and dining room as one space makes more and more
sense.” [7]

Shows like MasterChef have helped increase demand for status kitchens
MasterChef Australia (2014) ©

Tiny House Movement

“If there is one word that describes what we need for the future, it is flexibility," says futurist Barrie Barton. "The most
profound innovation is instead of us fitting into the house, the house fits into us. As our lives change, we will be able to
change the house around for different things.” [8]



Australian houses are the largest in the world, with an average floorspace of 243 square metres. A major factor that

determines a house’s greenhouse gas emissions is its size and location, meaning that the average Australian home

emits 18 tonnes each year. [9] This, teamed with an increasingly high cost of living means people are desperately

looking for alternatives. Darren Hughes is designing a tiny house (homes on wheels that measure ten square metres)

for an Australian climate. “Tiny houses are pretty popular in the US and it’s only now people in Australia are thinking

about it,” he says. “There is not as much space in a tiny house and it requires people to live a minimal lifestyle. You

have to look at using every inch.” [9] With an estimated construction cost of between $30,000 and $40,000 –

Melbourne’s median house price is just over $615,000 – the savings are potentially huge.

If there is one word that describes what we need for the future, it is flexibility. The
most profound innovation is instead of us fitting into the house, the house fits into

us

 Barrie Barton, futurist

“I knew I wasn’t going to be that regular homeowner, that just wasn’t in my bones,” says Andrew Bell, another

participant in the Tiny House Movement. “We’re of a generation where home ownership is quite difficult. I think people

are seeing a different way to combat the rocketing mortgages and house prices.” [9] Having spent a year living in a tent,

Bell and his fiancée chose the lifestyle as a way of cutting everything to the bare essentials and reconnecting with

nature.

“I think there is an anti-technology movement and sentiment at the moment,” says Roberts. “Technology can take away

the romance and intrigue of spaces. I’d actually love to work on a place that didn’t use any electricity sourced from the

grid. Somewhere that felt like you were dining in an evocative dream-like cave, something natural and lit by fire.” [7]

The Tiny House Movement appeals to people seeking to escape tech-infested cities
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Rural design inspiration
When it comes to interior design ideas, Sydneysiders are most inspired by global styles, Perthians love country,
Adelaidians liked traditional, retro looks, and Brisbanites lead the nation in tropical style. [1] But Dr Brandon Gein, CEO
of Good Design Australia, believes there are better trends to focus on than a ‘seasonal’ wall colour or ‘must-have’
Scandinavian table. Instead, the focus should be on sustainable products and upcycling efforts. “In cases such as a
refurbishment that’s used sustainable materials rather than stock standard materials, it’s important to reveal the
benefits from an environmental and cost perspective,” he says. [10]

"Australians have always loved nature, but now that our apartments are shrinking in size, we don’t have have the
luxury of that expansive outdoor area," says Barton. "We're looking at different ways you can get the feeling of nature
in the house." [11] Indoor kitchen gardens – where people can grow their own herbs – or the use of natural materials
like wood can substitute real outdoors sensations. Barton also anticipates an air system that can regulate air quality;
instead of using air conditioning, people would be breathing fresh outdoor air inside.

One example of the outdoors coming in is Rowan and Lynn Mason’s Shearing Shed home. Designed to look like a
classic Australian shearing shed, the décor pays homage to the landscape and rural traditions, with mostly recycled
and ‘pre-loved’ materials used. “His use of corrugated iron, the history of the material and it being the true vernacular
of original Australian buildings was inspirational to us and the concept evolved from there,” says the home’s owner
Lynn Mason of its architect Glenn Murcutt. [12] Homes that complement the landscape and are as functional as they
are aesthetically pleasing are becoming the ultimate expression of comfort.

Green is the new black for Aussie home design trends
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Insights and opportunities
Aussie homes are predicted to shrink by 10% in 2015. With smaller living spaces, people are taking to the outdoors for
dining, cooking, and entertaining. In fact, a 2014 survey found that 62% of Gen Yers, 46% of Gen Xers and 24% of



Boomers are spending more time outdoors. Additionally, 85% of Gen Y rate outdoor rooms as “very important” or

“important” compared to 83% of Gen Xers and 74% of Boomers. [13]

According to Half Price Shutters, a Sydney-based home improvement company, Gen Y are “the fastest growing sector

of the edible gardening phenomenon, but they are also interested in sustainability and eco-friendly gardens. As many

Millennials live in cities, towns and suburbs, this has led to smaller spaces and the rise of the portable garden –

growing plants and flowers in containers that are easily transported.” [14] The flexibility of these mobile gardens also

suits this group as many of them rent houses and flats, meaning they can grow in small spaces and transfer containers

in the case of a sudden move.

For years I have worked for clients who constantly believe bigger is better.

Homes are getting too big, isolating the people who live in them, even from

themselves

 Wesley Spencer, director of Rara Architecture

Boomers are also interested in portable gardens as they downsize to smaller spaces in urban areas. "They're

extremely versatile and can be used indoors or outdoors, individually or in multiples, on tabletops or hanging on a

wall,” says Susan McCoy, founder of Garden Media Group. [15] Portable products are being aimed at "those who prize

freedom over home ownership," she says, including retirees and empty nesters as well as young people who haven't

settled down.

Nature-inspired design, minimalism and the opportunities that prefab buildings present are encouraging Australians

to live a more sustainable life that nourishes both themselves and the environment. “For years I have worked for

clients who constantly believe bigger is better. Homes are getting too big, isolating the people who live in them, even

from themselves,” says Wesley Spencer, director of Rara Architecture. He believes that tiny houses present the

opportunity for Aussies to “give up the rat race” and let them really appreciate the country they live in. [9]

Kristina Dryža is a consumer trends expert. She has consulted to the boards of Virgin Group, BSkyB and MSN (among

others), worked as a writer for CNN, and is the author of the novel Grace and the Wind.

Related behaviours
Natural Mindset: City folk want to get closer to nature.
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